
 

MAME4ALL is a multi-platform arcade game emulator capable of running games on Windows, Linux, Mac OSX, Raspbian
Raspberry Pi and other operating systems. The latest release is MAME4ALL 037b5 Complete Romset 2270 which features
2710 games with 34184400 Kilobytes of data. MD5 Sum: b41c7f3d73a1af49d6e361c08ec90b2ca SHA-256 Sum:
3cb56bf56aa77fbb8abb0620046cc7629efff8a06472edc548e259059246231fc59

This release adds 23 new ROMs. 

This release features the following new games:

This release features the following new ROMs:

This release features the following new games:

This release adds 6 new ROMs.

This release adds 6 new ROMs.

This release adds 6 new games. They are featured in their original state with all soundtracks converted to MP3. 

This release adds 6 new ROMs.

This release features the following new games:

This release features the following new games. They are featured in their original state with all soundtracks converted to MP3.

This release adds 2 new ROMs:

This is a minor update and fixes some bugs and issues.

This release adds 10 new ROMs:

There is a known bug that causes MAME4ALL to crash when you exit out of PGM or Bootleg games. This issue has been
reported in the MAME4ALL thread on the Raspberry Pi forums and it will be fixed in future releases. 

This release adds 10 new ROMs:

This release adds 10 new ROMs:

This release adds 5 new ROMs:

This is a maintenance update and it fixes some bugs.

This release features the following new games:

The following drivers were updated: batari, cps1, galaxian, neogeo, super80s, toaplan2. This includes bug fixes and changes to
make them compatible with MAME4ALL r3653. There is also support for two major games that have been missing from
MAME4ALL since r3467 - The Simpsons Bowling and Scuba diver. 

This is a maintenance release and it fixes some bugs.

This release adds 5 new games:

The following drivers were updated: namcos1, namcos2, namcos12, superpac, wpc84. This includes new soundtracks for two
major games that have been missing from MAME4ALL since r3467 - The Simpsons Bowling and Scuba diver.
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This is a maintenance release and it fixes some bugs. There are also changes to make some games compatible with
MAME4ALL r3653.
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